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Background. Although the mechanisms of adaptive immunity to pandemic severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 
(SARS-CoV-2) are still unknown, the immune response to the widespread endemic coronaviruses HKU1, 229E, NL63, and OC43 
provide a useful reference for understanding repeat infection risk.

Methods. Here we used data from proactive sampling carried out in New York City from fall 2016 to spring 2018. We combined 
weekly nasal swab collection with self-reports of respiratory symptoms from 191 participants to investigate the profile of recurring 
infections with endemic coronaviruses.

Results. During the study, 12 individuals tested positive multiple times for the same coronavirus. We found no significant differ-
ence between the probability of testing positive at least once and the probability of a recurrence for the betacoronaviruses HKU1 and 
OC43 at 34 weeks after enrollment/first infection. We also found no significant association between repeat infections and symptom 
severity, but found strong association between symptom severity and belonging to the same family.

Conclusions. This study provides evidence that reinfections with the same endemic coronavirus are not atypical in a time 
window shorter than 1 year and that the genetic basis of innate immune response may be a greater determinant of infection severity 
than immune memory acquired after a previous infection.
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The novel severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2) appears to have emerged in humans in the Hubei province 
of China during November 2019 [1]. Human-to-human transmis-
sion was confirmed in early January, and since then the virus has 
rapidly spread to all continents except Antarctica. The outbreak 
was declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization on 
11 March 2020. As of 4 July 2020, it has spread to >180 countries, 
with 10 922 324 confirmed cases and 523 011 deaths reported [2].

Symptoms associated with SARS-CoV-2 vary from none to 
extremely severe, with elder adults and people with underlying 
medical conditions more at risk for developing severe and poten-
tially fatal disease [3]. At present, there is no vaccine or approved 
antiviral treatment for SARS-CoV-2, and therapies rely prin-
cipally on symptom management. Many institutions across the 
world are working to develop a SARS-CoV-2 vaccine, and clinical 
trials with some vaccine candidates have already begun [4].

As the pandemic progresses, infecting millions of people 
across the world, a key question is whether individuals upon 

recovery are prone to repeat infection. There have been reports 
of individuals again testing positive by polymerase chain reac-
tion (PCR) weeks after recovering from a SARS-CoV-2 infec-
tion. However, in Korea, as reported by the Korean Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, viable SARS-CoV-2 was not 
isolated in cell culture of respiratory samples from potentially 
reinfected individuals [5]; thus, these subsequent positive re-
sults may have been due to inactive genetic material detected 
by molecular testing. A recent animal challenge study showed 
evidence of (at least) short-term protection against reinfections 
in rhesus macaques experimentally reinfected 4 weeks after first 
infection [6].

The immune response following reexposure to a virus de-
pends highly on the pathogen and on host–pathogen inter-
actions. Some viruses such as measles elicit lifelong immunity; 
others, like influenza, do not. Moreover, when a reinfection is 
prone to occur, there can be differences in symptom severity. 
Reinfection with the same virus may be less symptomatic, as 
shown for subsequent influenza infections among children [7]. 
However, reinfection can also result in a more severe disease 
via antibody-dependent enhancement, a phenomenon in which 
antibodies raised against a virus bind with but are unable to 
neutralize a different strain of the same virus [8]

Two main processes appear to be responsible for the short-
lived immunity engendered against some pathogens: (1) 
waning of antibodies and memory cells in the host system; and 
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(2) antigenic drift of the pathogen that enables escape from the 
immunity built against previous strains.

Reinfections with the respiratory viruses have been reported 
in previous studies, in which individuals were infected in 2 se-
quential challenges with the same H1N1 virus [7, 9]. Studies 
focusing on respiratory syncytial virus have provided evidence 
of subsequent reinfection with very similar strains or with the 
same strain in <1 year [10, 11]. Serological studies have docu-
mented subsequent infections with endemic coronaviruses 
[12]. Sequential rhinovirus infections have also been reported 
in a number of studies; however, this finding could be due to the 
multitude (>150) of antigenically distinct types of rhinovirus in 
circulation [13].

To contextualize the issue of protective immunity to SARS-
CoV-2, we here present findings from a recent proactive sam-
pling project carried out in New York City that documented 
rates of infection and reinfection among individuals shedding 
seasonal CoV (types: HKU1, 229E, NL63, and OC43). The re-
sults are discussed and analyzed in the broader context of coro-
navirus infections.

METHODS

Data are derived from sampling performed between October 
2016 and April 2018 as part of the Virome project, a proactive 
sampling of respiratory virus infection rates, associated symptom 
self-reports, and rates of seeking clinical care. We enrolled 214 
healthy individuals from multiple locations in the Manhattan 
borough of New York City. Cohort composition is described in 
[14] and includes children attending 2 daycares, along with their 
siblings and parents; teenagers and teachers from a high school; 
adults working at 2 emergency departments (a pediatric and 
an adult hospital); and adults working at a university medical 
center. The cohort was obtained using convenience sampling, 
and all participants were <65 years of age. While the study period 
spanned 19 months from October 2016 to April 2018, some indi-
viduals enrolled for a single cold and flu season (October–April) 
and others for the entire study period. Participants (or their 
guardians, if minors) provided informed consent after reading a 
detailed description of the study (Columbia University Medical 
Center institutional review board AAAQ4358).

Nasopharyngeal samples were collected by study coordinators 
once a week irrespective of participant symptoms. Samples were 
screened using the GenMark eSensor respiratory viral panel (RVP) 
system for 18 different respiratory viruses, including coronavirus 
229E, NL63, OC43, and HKU1. Sample collection and extraction 
followed the same protocol as shown in [15].

In addition, participants completed daily self-reports rating 9 
respiratory illness–related symptoms (fever, chills, muscle pain, 
watery eyes, runny nose, sneezing, sore throat, cough, chest 
pain), each of which was recorded on a Likert scale (0 = none, 
1 = mild, 2 = moderate, 3 = severe); see Supplementary Text 1, 

Supplementary Tables 1 and 2, and Galanti et al [14] for further 
survey details.

For this analysis, only the 191 participants who contributed 
at least 6 separate pairs of nasopharyngeal samples in the same 
season were included. We defined an infection (or viral) epi-
sode as a group of consecutive weekly specimens from a given 
individual that were positive for the same virus (allowing for a 
1-week gap to account for false negatives and temporary low 
shedding). We classified all infection episodes as symptomatic 
or asymptomatic according to individual symptom scores in 
the days surrounding the date of the first positive swab of an 
episode. We considered multiple criteria for discriminating be-
tween symptomatic and asymptomatic episodes, as a standard 
definition for symptomatic infection does not exist in the lit-
erature. Table  1 reports the 5 symptomatic thresholds used; 
all of the symptom scores are described in reference to a –3 to 
+7-day window around the date of the initial positive swab for 
each infection episode. The daily symptom score is defined as 
the sum of the 9 individual symptoms (range, 0–27) on a given 
day. Total symptom score is the daily symptom score summed 
over the –3 to +7-day window. See Supplementary Text 1 for 
details and examples on how symptom scores were calculated 
(Supplementary Tables 1 and 2) per the definitions in Table 1.

We applied standard methods of survival analysis to our lon-
gitudinal records of infections to estimate (1) the probability 
of infection with each endemic coronavirus type; and (2) the 
probability of being reinfected with the same coronavirus type 
following a previous documented infection. More specifically, 
the probability of infection and reinfection by time t, I (t),was 
estimated as:

I (t) = 1 − S (t) = 1 −
∏
ti<t

Å
1 − di

ni

ã

where S(t) is the standard Kaplan–Meier estimator and time t is 
measured in either weeks from enrollment in the cohort, for the 
first analysis, or weeks from the previous documented infection 
(with a specific coronavirus type), for the second analysis. Here 
di are the participants testing positive exactly i weeks after en-
rollment (after first infection) and ni  are the participants who 

Table 1. Definitions of Symptomatic Infections

Definition

Definition 1 At least 1 day with a daily score >3 

Definition 2 Minimum 2 individual symptoms >0 and at least 1 symptom >1

Definition 3 Total symptom score >9 

Definition 4a Total symptom score greater than twice the weekly average 
for the infected individual

Definition 5 Total symptom score >0 (ie, any reported symptom)

All symptom definitions are described in reference to a –3/+7-day window around the date 
of the initial positive swab for an infection episode. 
aDefinition 4 is relative to an individual’s long-term average total symptom score.
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are still enrolled i weeks after enrollment (after first infection). 
The denominator ni  corrects for participants withdrawing from 
the study at different times by right censoring.

The Kaplan–Meier estimators are compared statistically 
using the log-rank test. We used Fisher exact test to analyze the 
difference between symptoms developed during subsequent 
infections and analysis of variance (ANOVA) comparison to 
test differences in symptom scores reported by different family 
clusters. We restricted the last analysis to the family clusters 
within the cohort that presented at least 3 coronavirus infec-
tions during the study.

RESULTS

Among all participants enrolled, 86 individuals tested positive at 
least once during the study for any coronavirus infection. Forty-
eight individuals tested positive at least once for OC43, 31 tested 
positive for 229E, 15 tested positive for NL63, and 28 tested pos-
itive for HKU1. Figure 1 shows a Kaplan–Meier plot estimating 
the probability of becoming infected with each coronavirus 
within x weeks following enrollment (see Supplementary Table 
3 for the number of individuals infected and censored at each 
time point). OC43 was the most widely diffused virus; the prob-
ability of testing positive following 80 weeks in the study was 
0.47. In contrast, NL63 was the least frequently isolated corona-
virus type; the probability of testing positive after 80 weeks was 
0.17. Among the study participants, 12 individuals tested posi-
tive multiple times during the study for the same coronavirus: 9 
tested positive multiple times for OC43, 2 tested positive twice 

for HKU1, 1 tested positive twice for 229E, and none tested pos-
itive multiple times for NL63. Among the 9 participants with 
multiple OC43 infections, 3 individuals experienced 3 sepa-
rate infection episodes, and the other 6 experienced 2 separate 
episodes. The median time between reinfection events was 37 
weeks. The shortest time for a reoccurrence of infection was 4 
weeks (OC43), and the longest was 48 weeks (OC43). Among 
the 12 individuals testing positive multiple times for the same 
coronavirus, 9 were children aged between 1 and 9 years at en-
rollment, and 3 were adults aged between 25 and 34 years (see 
Supplementary Table 4 and Supplementary Figure 1 for charac-
teristics and timelines of the repeated infections).

Figure  2 shows a Kaplan–Meier plot estimating the proba-
bility of becoming reinfected with the same betacoronavirus 
(OC43 and HKU1) within x weeks after a previously docu-
mented infection (see Supplementary Table 5 for the number of 
individuals infected and censored at each time point). A com-
parison between the data shown in Figure 2 and Figure 1 found 
no significant differences between the probability of testing pos-
itive at least once and the probability of a recurrence for both 
HKU1 and OC43 at 34 weeks after enrollment/first infection.

To control for false-positive PCR results, we tested the sen-
sitivity of the findings to different choices of the positivity 
threshold used in RVP testing (see Supplementary Text 2 and 
Supplementary Figures 2–5). The probability of reinfection 
with betacoronaviruses at >38 weeks after prior infection was 
robust across different thresholds, whereas short-term reinfec-
tion signals could be an artifact due to PCR amplification. This 
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Figure 1. Kaplan–Meier plots showing the probability of testing positive within x weeks after enrollment for each of the 4 types of seasonal coronavirus. The shaded area 
is the 95% confidence interval. In the case of individuals testing positive multiple times for the same coronavirus type, we only considered the time to the first occurrence in 
this plot. Abbreviation: P(infection), probability of testing positive.
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shifted threshold also yields a statistically significant difference 
between the probability of testing positive at least once and the 
probability of a recurrence after first infection until week 43 
(P = .04).

There was no significant difference in the likelihood of 
experiencing symptomatic infection between the first and 
subsequent infection episodes by any of the 5 definitions 
provided in Table 1; that is, severity of symptoms neither in-
creased nor decreased significantly upon second infection. 
In particular, all of the individuals who were completely 
asymptomatic during the first recorded occurrence did not 
report any symptoms during subsequent infection(s) with 
the same coronavirus type. However, there was a significant 
association between severity of symptoms associated with 
any coronavirus infection and belonging to the same family 
cluster (P < .0001, 1-way ANOVA). Figure 3 shows the total 
symptom score associated with any coronavirus infection for 
infections grouped by family cluster.

DISCUSSION

As the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic spreads to millions of individuals 
worldwide, it is extremely important to understand the mech-
anisms of protective immunity elicited by infection. Until di-
rect observations of adaptive immune response to SARS-CoV-2 
become available, analyses of protective immunity elicited by 
other coronaviruses may offer useful insights.

Several studies in the last 4 decades have shown that infec-
tions with the 4 endemic coronaviruses 229E, OC43, NL63, and 
HKU are common in the general population [12, 16]. Infection 

with these viruses generally produces mild and even asymp-
tomatic infection [17]. Serological studies have shown that 
>90% of the population presents a baseline level of antibodies 
against these endemic coronaviruses, with first seroconversion 
occurring at a young age [16, 18]. Shortly after infection, base-
line antibody titers increase sharply; this response has been 
demonstrated for both natural and experimentally induced in-
fections [12, 19, 20].

Antibody titers start increasing roughly 1 week following in-
fection, reach a peak after about 2 weeks [20], and by 4 months 
to 1 year have returned to baseline levels [12, 20]. A challenge 
study [20] showed that the likelihood of developing an infection 
after inoculation correlated with participants’ concentration of 
antibodies at enrollment. Moreover, a positive correlation has 
been shown between antibody rise after infection, severity of 
clinical manifestation, and viral shedding [19], with milder 
cases linked to less substantial postinfection antibody rises.

Instances of natural reinfections with the same virus type 
have been documented previously [12] in which repeated infec-
tions with OC43 and 229E were recorded by serological testing. 
Subsequent infections were separated by at least 8  months, 
though study participants were tested every 4  months. 
Participants in a separate challenge study were inoculated with 
coronavirus 229E and then rechallenged with the same virus 
after 1 year [20]. In most cases, reinfection occurred, though 
it presented with decreased symptom severity and shortened 
duration of shedding.

The adaptive immune response to coronavirus is mainly dir-
ected toward the most variable part of the virus, a region that is 
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not conserved across types; consequently, cross-reactive protec-
tion between different types does not appear to be an important 
factor [21, 22]. In addition, the effects of antigenic drift on rein-
fection have not been elucidated [23], and more studies are war-
ranted to understand whether repeat infections are ascribable 
to rapid virus evolution rather than a decline in antibody titers.

The mild pathogenicity of seasonal coronavirus infection 
(with immune response often localized to the upper respira-
tory trait) is also often regarded as the reason for short-lived 
immunity. Coronavirus infections, and the adaptive immu-
nity acquired toward them, have also been studied in animals. 
In a study on porcine respiratory coronavirus, which causes 
subclinical infections in pigs, antibody titers waned approxi-
mately 1 year after experimental infection [24]. In contrast, an 
experimental study on murine coronavirus, which produces 
severe, systemic infections in mice, has shown an interplay 
between virus-specific antibodies and T cells, that upon sur-
vival in the host lead to lifelong protection against reinfection 
[25]. Similarly, a longer immunity profile has been hypothe-
sized for severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and Middle 
East respiratory syndrome (MERS) due to their increased se-
verity and to the systemic response that infection induces [21]. 
Specific antibodies were detectable for at least 2 years in SARS 
and MERS survivors [26, 27]. Although longitudinal studies on 
SARS survivors have not detected specific SARS immunoglob-
ulin G antibody persistence 5  years after infection, they have 
found that specific memory T cells persist in the peripheral 
blood of recovered SARS patients, and at higher levels in pa-
tients who experienced severe disease [28]. Whether the pres-
ence of these memory T cells would be enough to induce a fast, 

protective response upon reinfection with SARS has not been 
assessed.

Our study confirms that seasonal coronaviruses are wide-
spread in the general population, with infections directly docu-
mented for a large fraction of the participants in our study. The 
methods for our analysis are based on the hypothesis that in-
fection probabilities are comparable among participants en-
rolled at different times in the study. However, the seasonality 
of endemic coronaviruses, which are mostly absent during the 
summer months, and the relative magnitude across years of 
seasonal coronavirus epidemics are limitations. In the United 
States, the prevalence of OC43 during the 2016–2017 season 
was much higher than during the 2017–2018 season, whereas 
the opposite trend was observed for HKU1 [29]. Moreover, 
our estimates of infection and reinfection probabilities must 
be considered as a lower bound, due to the occurrence of 
weekly swabs missed by the participants and due to the design 
of the study itself, which may have missed infections of short 
duration in between consecutive weekly tests. Nevertheless, 
this study confirms that reinfections with the same corona-
virus type occur in a time window shorter than 1  year, and 
finds no significant association between repeat infections and 
symptom severity. Instead, it suggests the effect of possible ge-
netic determinants of innate immune response, as individuals 
asymptomatic during first infection did not experience symp-
toms during subsequent infections, and members of the same 
families reported similar symptom severity. Genetic variations 
associated with immune responses have been associated with 
increased severity and exacerbation of symptoms due to respi-
ratory infections [30, 31].
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We recognize that the self-reporting of symptoms is an im-
portant limitation in this analysis and that parents reported 
symptoms for their dependents, which possibly introduced 
bias. Moreover, the majority of the repeated coronavirus infec-
tions were found in children, a cohort more vulnerable to infec-
tion because of their immature immune system [32], and 26% 
of the episodes in the repeated infections were coinfections with 
other respiratory viruses (see Supplementary Table 2). Another 
potential limitation of our study is the high sensitivity of PCR 
tests, which can amplify very small amounts of genetic mate-
rial, possibly not ascribable to active infections. However, the 
occurrence of repeated infections separated by at least 38 weeks 
was corroborated by repeating the analysis with different pos-
itivity thresholds for the RVP. Still, without virus sequencing, 
we cannot exclude the possibility that subsequent positives are 
the resurgence of the same infection rather than new infec-
tions, especially for infections reoccurring within a short time 
window. Additional analyses involving viral sequencing and se-
rological testing would be necessary to confirm repeated infec-
tions and to help disentangle the effects of antigenic drift and 
antibody waning.

More studies analyzing the genetic basis of individual re-
sponse to coronavirus infections are also warranted. Even 
though endemic coronaviruses are very rarely associated with 
severe disease, their widespread diffusion, together with the 
fact that OC43 and HKU1 belong to the same Betacoronavirus 
genus as SARS-CoV-2, offers important opportunities for 
investigation.

Supplementary Data

Supplementary materials are available at The Journal of Infectious 
Diseases online. Consisting of data provided by the authors to 
benefit the reader, the posted materials are not copyedited and 
are the sole responsibility of the authors, so questions or com-
ments should be addressed to the corresponding author.
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